Mechanism of single- and double-sided inhibition of dual topology fluoride channels by synthetic monobodies
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The Fluc family of proteins comprises small, electrodiffusive fluoride channels, which prevent accumulation of toxic F⁻ ions in microorganisms. Recent crystal structures have confirmed their unusual architecture, in which a pair of antiparallel subunits convenes to form a dimer with a twofold symmetry axis parallel to the plane of the membrane. These structures have also revealed the interactions between Fluc channels and several different fibronectin domain monobodies that inhibit Fluc-mediated F⁻ currents; in all structures, each channel binds to two monobodies symmetrically, one on either side of the membrane. However, these structures do not reveal the mechanism of monobody inhibition. Moreover, the results appear to diverge from a recent electrophysiological study indicating that monobody binding is negatively cooperative; that is, a bound monobody on one side of a Fluc channel decreases the affinity of an oppositely bound monobody by ~10-fold. In this study, we reconcile these observations by probing the mechanism of monobody binding and its negative cooperativity using electrophysiological experiments in planar lipid bilayers. Our results indicate that monobody inhibition occurs via a pore-blocking mechanism and that negative cooperativity arises from electrostatic repulsion between the oppositely bound monobodies. A single glutamate residue, on a loop of the monobody that extends into the channel interior, is responsible for negatively cooperative binding. This glutamate side chain also confers voltage dependence and sensitivity to the concentration of trans-F⁻ ion to monobody binding. Neutralization by mutation to glutamine abolishes these electrostatic effects. Monobodies that are amenable to cocrystallization with Fluc channels lack an analogous negatively charged side chain and bind independently to opposite sides of the channel. Thus, this work reveals the source of voltage dependence and negative cooperativity of monobody binding to Fluc channels along with the pore-blocking mechanism.

INTRODUCTION

The Fluc family of fluoride channels counteracts F⁻ toxicity in microorganisms by undermining weak acid accumulation of environmental F⁻ ion (Baker et al., 2012; Stockbridge et al., 2013; Ji et al., 2014). Recent crystal structures of two different Fluc homologues reveal an antiparallel homodimer with twofold symmetry about the plane of the membrane and two antiparallel pores, each with two resolved F⁻ ions (Stockbridge et al., 2015). The channel is capped by monobody crystallization chaperones, one on each side of the membrane, which wedge loops into a deep cleft between the subunits of the dimer. These monobodies, small synthetic proteins based on a human fibronectin III domain scaffold, were selected from combinatorial libraries and exhibit tight, specific binding to Fluc channels in planar lipid bilayers (Stockbridge et al., 2014, 2015). Because they play dual roles as inhibitors and crystallization chaperones, understanding the mechanism by which they inhibit provides critical context for interpreting crystal structures of Fluc channels. In this paper, we discuss two closely related monobodies: L3, which has been extensively characterized using electrophysiology, and L2, which was used to crystalize the Fluc homologue from Bordetella pertussis, Bpe (Stockbridge et al., 2015). The L2 and L3 sequences differ only in an eight-residue loop (Fig. 1).

When applied to either side of the bilayer, monobody L3 blocks Bpe with identical kinetics regardless of the side to which it is added (Stockbridge et al., 2014). These results appeared to be in harmony with the doubly L2-bound channel observed in the crystal structure. However, recent single-channel experiments show that when L3 is applied to both sides of the channel simultaneously, binding of the second L3 molecule is ~10-fold weaker than binding of the first, a difference in affinity of ~1.4 kcal/mol (Turman et al., 2015). The origin of this negative cooperativity is unknown, but two possible mechanisms were suggested: (1) a conformational...
change occurs upon monobody binding that is transmitted allosterically through the channel and disrupts
binding of the opposite monobody, or (2) electrostatic
repulsion between oppositely bound monobodies—
which carry net negative charges of three (L2) and four
(L3)—destabilizes the doubly bound form. Here, we
test these possibilities using equilibrium binding assays,
single-channel and macroscopic electrophysiology ex-
periments, and electrostatic calculations for WT L3, L3
electrostatic mutants, and the crystallographic mono-
boby L2. These results support an electrostatic mecha-
nism, with negative cooperativity originating from a
single glutamate residue in L3 that extends into the
aqueous vestibule between the subunits of the channel
dimer. We also show that electrostatic interactions with
permeant $F^-$ ions influence monobody binding and
that increasing $F^-$ ion occupancy in the pore, either by
increasing the concentration of $F^-$ in the trans-chamber
or by increasing voltage, destabilizes L3 binding. These
effects are also consequent of the vestibule glutamate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Biochemical
Phospholipids (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine [POPE], 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phospho-1’-rac-glycerol [POPG], and Esche-
richia coli polar lipid extract) used in reconstitution
and lipid bilayer recordings were from Avanti Polar Lip-
ids, Inc. EDANS (5-((2-aminoethyl)amino)naphtha-
lene-1-sulfonic acid) C2 maleimide was from AnaSpec.
Detergents used in purification (n-decylmaltoside and
n-dodecylmaltoside) were from Anatrace.

Protein purification
The primary amino acid sequences, expression, growth,
purification, and reconstitution of the Fluc homologue
Bpe and monobodies, including fluorophore labeling,
have been previously described (Stockbridge et al.,
2014; Turman et al., 2015).

Fluorescence anisotropy
Fluorescence anisotropy experiments have been de-
scribed previously (Turman et al., 2015). In brief, L3
monobodies were labeled at a unique, nonperturbing
cysteine A12C with the fluorophore EDANS maleimide.
For binding experiments, labeled L3 was held at a fixed
concentration of 200 nM in 25 mM HEPES-NaOH, pH
7, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM NaF, and 5 mM n-decylmalto-
side, and Bpe concentration was varied. Each reaction
was allowed to equilibrate in darkness at 21°C for 20
min before analysis using a fluorimeter (Flouromax 4;
Horiba) equipped with calibrated emission and exci-
tation polarizers. Binding isotherms were fit to a one-
site binding equilibrium with total ligand as the
experimental variable:

$$A([Bpe]) = A_0 + \left(\frac{A_f - A_0}{1 + [Bpe]/[Mb] + \frac{K_d}{[Mb]}\left[1 - \frac{4[Bpe]/[Mb]}{(1 + [Bpe]/[Mb])^2 + K_d/[Mb]^2}\right]}\right)$$

(1)

where $A ([Bpe])$ is the anisotropy value as a function of
the total Bpe, $[Mb]$ is the fixed concentration of mono-
boby, and $A_0$ and $A_f$ are the final and initial an-
isotropy values.
**Single-channel and macroscopic bilayer recording**

Bpe proteoliposomes were prepared at 0.05 µg of protein/mg E. coli polar lipid extract for single-channel recordings and 10 µg/mg for macroscopic recordings and fused with a synthetic planar lipid bilayer (70% POPE/30% POPG). In all recordings, electrical ground is defined as the trans-chamber. Temperature was maintained between 21 and 23°C. Single and macroscopic block recording data were acquired as described previously (Stockbridge et al., 2014). For single-side block, voltage dependence, double-side block, and macroscopic recordings, the cis- and trans-chambers contained 15 mM MOPS, pH 7, 300 mM NaF, and, to prevent nonspecific monobody adhesion to the recording chamber, 50 µg/ml bovine serum albumin. In some experiments, the trans-F⁻ concentration was varied as described in the Results section (Fig. 9). Single-channel recordings acquired at voltages higher than ±100 were electronically filtered at 500 Hz to 1 kHz during acquisition and digitally filtered to 100 Hz for analysis. Recordings acquired at lower holding voltages required additional digital filtering to as low as 10 Hz for analysis. Control experiments were performed to ensure that block events were not missed as a result of filtering as described previously (Turman et al., 2015). Dwell time kinetics was calculated from single or double exponential fits to cumulative distribution histograms as described in the Results section (Fig. 5). For L3 WT and L3 E29Q, histograms contained 25–480 events per single-channel run, and for L3 E79Q, histograms contained 800–1,500 events. All data points represent the mean and SEM of at least three independent single-channel recordings. Macroscopic recordings of hundreds or thousands of channels were acquired at 1-kHz electronic filtering. Liposome fusion was allowed to proceed until a steady current level (∼200 pA to 1 nA) was reached, and solution was exchanged to prevent additional fusion events. After monobody addition, current was allowed to reach steady-state levels (∼10 min), and current was recorded as a mean value over a 1-min recording time.

**L3 homology model and electrostatic calculations**

The L3 homology model (L3-Bpe) was calculated using Modeller 9.15 software with L2-Bpe (PDB accession no. 5FXB) as the template (Webb and Sali, 2016). The auto-model function was used with no additional spatial restraints. The structure with the lowest discrete protein optimized energy score was selected for further study. L3-Bpe was then explicitly centered within an 80 × 80–Å POPE membrane slab and explicitly solvated with VMD 1.9.3 solvate (Humphrey et al., 1996). Electroneutral conditions were established by placing NaCl above and below the membrane slab at 0.150 M. The simulation system comprising a channel dimer, two monobodies, POPE membrane, water, and ions consisted of 50,260 atoms with simulation dimensions of 100, 100, and 140 Å. This system was minimized and equilibrated stepwise over a total of 10 ns at 100, 200, and 300 K using NAMD 2.11, initially restraining all atoms except lipid tails, and then harmonic restraints were imposed on the protein only (Phillips et al., 2005). The final step was completed with no restraints over 2 ns. Alignment of L3–Bpe before and after minimization resulted in a root mean square (RMS) of 1.07 Å. Protein charge and radius parameters for L3–Bpe were produced with the adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann solver (APBS) using CHA RMM force field parameters. APBS and APBSmem were used to implicitly model L3–Bpe in a membrane environment (Baker et al., 2001; Callenberg et al., 2010). APBS was then used to solve the nonlinear Poisson Boltzmann equation with dielectric charge and ionic accessibility maps from APBSmem. Grid discretization was optimized to convergence for this system with grid dimensions of 161 × 161 × 161 Å and a grid length of 120 × 120 × 120 Å for grid spacing of 0.75 Å. Boundary conditions were determined by focusing from a coarse grid spacing of 1.25 Å. Per-atom electrostatic energies at E79 oxygen atoms OE1 and OE2 were used to calculate ΔEsf values.

**RESULTS**

To visualize residues located at the L3–Bpe interface, we constructed a homology model of L3–Bpe using the L2–Bpe structure. Monobodies L2 and L3 share 93% sequence identity, differing only in the seven to eight amino acid FG loop (YYSVGHW in L2 and YWGEYWYF in L3; Fig. 1 A; Stockbridge et al., 2014), and accordingly, the L3–Bpe homology model and L2–Bpe structure show little variation (RMS 0.36 Å; Fig. 1 B). The FG loop extends ∼9 Å into the aqueous vestibules between the Bpe subunits, and three negatively charged residues are located near the L3–Bpe interface: D28 and E29, which are both conserved in L2, and E79, which is not (Fig. 2, A and B).

D28 is the most peripheral of these three residues, and in both the L3 model and the L2 structure, D28 appears to form a salt bridge with channel R66. Neutralization of this side chain, D28N, has severe consequences for L3 binding to Bpe. Although this monobody expresses and is stably folded, binding is not detectable in our biochemical assays (Kd > 15 µM; not depicted). Because neutralization of D28 is so detrimental to binding, coupled with its peripheral position, we focused on L3 residues E29 and E79. E29 does not appear to interact with any channel residue in either the L2 structure or the L3 model but is sufficiently close to the binding interface that it could plausibly contribute to the electrostatic environment. In our model, E79 is situated at the deepest point of the FG loop in the Bpe vestibule, within hydrogen bonding distance of Bpe N27 (Fig. 2 B). After
mutation of E79 and E29 individually to glutamine, the binding affinities of the mutant monobodies to detergent-solubilized Bpe were measured using fluorescence anisotropy as a function of increasing channel concentration (Fig. 2 C). These experiments do not provide an indication of binding stoichiometry but allow us to estimate the equilibrium binding affinities of ∼150 nM for E29Q and 3.3 µM for E79Q compared with 96 nM for L3 WT (Turman et al., 2015). Because of the relatively weak interaction between E79Q and channel, stoichiometry experiments using anisotropy measurements are not experimentally feasible, and we instead focused on an electrophysiological test of binding cooperativity (Turman et al., 2015).

Single-channel electrophysiological recordings with monobody applied to one side of the bilayer yielded a $K_v$ value for L3 E29Q that is similar to L3 WT, in agreement with fluorescence anisotropy assays. WT and E29Q binding kinetics are also analogous (Fig. 3 A and Table 1). In contrast, L3 E79Q showed a marked decrease in affinity at a −200-mV holding voltage compared with L3 WT, with a $K_v$ of 17.4 ± 0.8 µM. This effect arose from an increase in the rate of monobody dissociation and is readily apparent from the shortened nonconducting intervals ($\tau_{\text{block}} = 130 ± 14$ ms; Fig. 3 B). Both E29Q and E79Q fluctuate between open (O) and blocked (B) states according to a simple bimolecular scheme,

\[
\begin{align*}
O & \xrightleftharpoons{\alpha}{\beta} B \\
\alpha [Mb] &= \frac{1}{\tau'_o}, \\
\beta &= \frac{1}{\tau'_b}
\end{align*}
\]

(Scheme 1)

with open intervals shortening and blocked intervals invariant as the monobody concentration is increased (Eqs. 2a and 2b; and Fig. 3, C and D).

The voltage dependence observed for L3 WT (Turman et al., 2015) also persists in L3 E29Q (Fig. 4, A and

Figure 2. Proposed L3–Bpe interface. (A) Homology model of the Bpe channel-L3 complex with D28, E29, and E79 shown as sticks. Crystallographic F− (cyan) and Na+ (gray) ions are shown as spheres. (B) Detailed view of the proposed L3–channel interface, colored as in A. Proposed Bpe side chain interactions are indicated with asterisks. (C) Fluorescence anisotropy assay for association of Bpe and L3 E29Q (left) or L3 E79Q (right). The solid line represents a single-site binding isotherm that yields a $K_v$ of 150 ± 20 nM for L3 E29Q and 3.3 ± 0.3 µM for L3 E79Q. All data points represent the mean and SEM of at least three independent measurements.
B). For both L3 WT and E29Q, the mean block times decrease between −200 and 200 mV, from 45 to 2.4 s for WT and from 28 to 1.5 s for E29Q. The bulk of this increase in the rate of monobody dissociation occurs at positive voltages. Again, the behavior of L3 E79Q differs from WT and E29Q. The dissociation rate, $\beta$, is insensitive to voltage at positive voltages (Fig. 4 C) and increases by a smaller margin, approximately twofold, at negative voltages between −200 and −110 mV. These results inform the experimental design of double-sided block experiments: to ensure that block kinetics on both sides (cis and trans) are identical, both L3 E29Q and L3 E79Q must be recorded at low voltages, −25 and −100 mV, respectively. Under these conditions, the measured values of $\tau_{\text{block}}$ for both L3 E29Q and E79Q are identical within error: 22 ± 5 s (cis) and 24 ± 8 s (trans) for E29Q and 0.16 ± 0.03 s (cis) and 0.19 ± 0.05 s (trans) for E79Q.

To evaluate the contribution of the E29 and E79 side chains to the negative cooperativity observed for two-sided monobody binding, we revisited the two-sided block experiments performed previously with WT L3 (Turman et al., 2015). In these experiments, symmetrical monobody addition follows a two-state block scheme:

$$\text{O} \xrightleftharpoons{\beta_1} \text{B}_1 \xrightleftharpoons{\beta_2/\Phi} \text{B}_2$$

(Scheme 2)

The first monobody can bind at either of two open-channel (O) epitopes with rate $2\alpha_1$ and dissociates at rate $\beta_1$. State $\text{B}_1$ is a composite of singly blocked states, with monobody bound to either the cis or trans side. The presence of the double-bound state, $\text{B}_2$, is revealed by the emergence of longer blocked intervals that increase with increasing L3 concentration, a feature incompatible with a bimolecular reaction. Cooperativity between binding events is reflected in the dissociation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monobody</th>
<th>$\tau_{\text{block}}$</th>
<th>$\tau_{\text{open}}$</th>
<th>[MB]</th>
<th>$k_{\text{off}}$</th>
<th>$k_{\text{on}}$</th>
<th>$K_d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L3 WT</td>
<td>41 ± 3</td>
<td>77 ± 9</td>
<td>30 nM</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>$4.3 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>58 ± 8 nM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 E29Q</td>
<td>40 ± 7</td>
<td>19 ± 8</td>
<td>100 nM</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>$5.4 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>25 ± 9 nM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 E79Q</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.03</td>
<td>12 μM</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>$4.4 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>17.4 ± 0.8 μM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. **Single-side block by monobody.** (A and B) Single-channel recordings of Bpe with L3 E29Q (A) and L3 E79Q (B) at indicated concentrations. Dashed lines signify zero current with channel openings shown upward. Right panels show representative cumulative distributions of block and open time intervals, with single exponential fits shown as solid smooth curves. (C and D) Bimolecular kinetics of single-side block by L3 E29Q (C) and L3 E79Q (D). Rate constants for conducting (closed circles) and nonconducting intervals (open circles) are plotted against monobody concentration. Data points represent the mean and SEM of three to five single channels, and solid lines are linear fits to data, with parameters reported in Table 1.
of monobody from state $B_2$, $2\beta_1/\Phi$. For independent binding, $\Phi$ is unity. Negative cooperativity between two bound monodies is reflected in a faster dissociation rate, with $\Phi < 1$. The cumulative block time distribution $P(t)$ is given by Eqs. 3a and 3b, where $M$ is monobody concentration and $K_i$ is the independently determined single-side $K_i$. Eqs. 3c and 3d give the amplitudes of the fast and slow fractions (Piasta et al., 2011).

$$P(t) = A_f \exp\left(-\tau_s/t_f\right) + A_s \exp\left(-\tau_s/t_s\right) \quad (3a)$$

$$\tau_s = \frac{\Phi \left(1 + \frac{M}{K_i}\right) + 2}{4\beta_1} \left(1 \pm \sqrt{\frac{8\Phi}{\Phi \left(1 + \frac{M}{K_i}\right) + 2}}\right) \quad (3b)$$

$$A_f = \Phi \left(1 + \frac{M}{K_i} - \frac{1}{\beta_1 \tau_s}\right) \cdot \frac{\tau_f}{(\tau_s - \tau_f)} \quad (3c)$$

$$A_s = 1 - A_f \quad (3d)$$

These equations make several predictions of the dwell time distributions for fast and slow block. (a) For independent binding ($\Phi = 1$), with monobody present on both sides of the channels at a concentration equal to the single-side $K_i$ ($M/K_i = 1$),

$$\tau_s = \frac{1}{\beta_1} \left(1 + \sqrt{0.5}\right), \quad (3e)$$

so that the slow block intervals are $1.7\times$ longer than $1/\beta$, the nonconducting dwell time when monobody is ap-

Figure 4. Voltage dependence of single-side monobody block. (A–C) L3 WT is shown in A, L3 E29Q is shown in B, and L3 E79Q is shown in C. Left panels show single-channel recordings of Bpe at indicated holding voltages. The dashed lines indicate the zero-current level, and channel openings are shown upward at both 200 and −200 mV. Right panels show effective rate constants for nonconducting (closed circles) and conducting intervals (inset, open circles) as a function of holding voltage. Data points and error bars represent the mean and SEM for three independent single channels.
plied to a single side only. (b) When the concentration of symmetrically applied monobody is equal to the single-side $K_d$ ($M/K_d = 1$), the fast fraction amplitude is maximal and equal to 14.6% of the total and becomes progressively smaller as the monobody concentration increases (Fig. 5 A).

Single-channel recordings with L3 E29Q applied symmetrically to both sides resemble L3 WT recordings in their amplitude, kinetics, and affinity (Fig. 5 B and Table 2). The length of individual blocking events ($\sim 30$ s) precludes observation of enough events in a single bilayer to quantify the fast fraction $A_f$, but because this amplitude is small relative to the slow-fraction amplitude, $A_s$, we can use a single exponential to fit the data and accurately extract $\tau_s$ values for the slow fraction (Fig. 5 B, bottom). Like L3 WT, L3 E29Q displays negative cooperativity of $\sim 1.4$ kcal/mol (Fig. 5 D).

In the case of L3 E79Q, with mean block times of 130 ms, thousands of blocking events can be observed from a single bilayer, revealing the biexponential cumulative

![Figure 5](https://jgp.rupress.org/)

**Figure 5. Double-sided block by monobody L3 mutants.** (A) Predictions of $A_s$ and $A_f$ values as a function of double-sided monobody concentration according to Eqs. 3a–d. (B and C) Single-channel data for double-sided monobody block. E29Q is shown in B, and E79Q is shown in C. Top panels show single-channel bilayer recordings with monobody concentration indicated as fold $K_d$ of independently determined single-sided monobody block. E29Q and E79Q recordings were obtained at $-25$ and $-100$ mV holding voltage, respectively. Note that the increased noise in E29Q in particular is a result of the low holding voltage. Bottom panels show representative cumulative distributions for single-sided and double-sided block experiments at indicated monobody concentrations. Single exponential (E29Q and E79Q single-sided addition) or double exponential (E79Q double-sided addition) fits are shown as smooth solid curves. (D) Double-sided block time as a function of symmetrical L3 E29Q (closed circles) and L3 E79Q (open circles) concentration. Curves represent predicted slow fraction block times for independent block (solid line) and for negatively cooperative block with $\Phi = 0.11$ (dashed line). This $\Phi$ value corresponds to the experimentally observed cooperativity factor for double-sided WT L3 binding. Data points and error bars in D are the mean and SEM determined from four to six single-channel measurements. Slow fraction block times are reported in Table 2.

### Table 2. Double-side monobody block

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monobody</th>
<th>Fold $K_d$</th>
<th>$\tau_s$</th>
<th>$\tau_f$</th>
<th>$A_s$</th>
<th>$A_f$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L3 E29Q</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$28 \pm 2$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$32 \pm 5$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$31 \pm 3$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 E79Q</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$0.23 \pm 0.04$</td>
<td>$0.021 \pm 0.004$</td>
<td>$0.852 \pm 0.006$</td>
<td>$0.148 \pm 0.009$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$0.37 \pm 0.08$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$0.62 \pm 0.06$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aFor monobodies other than E79Q, and for $[M] > 1 \times K_d$, the number of fast fraction events was not large enough to reliably fit to a double exponential, and the fit was therefore approximated by a single exponential. Dashes indicate that values were not extracted from the fits.*
According to this scheme, so that and fraction $A_s$ would increase from 85.4% to 93.5 $\pm$ 2% by as much as a factor of 2, the amplitude of the slow block is particularly sensitive to $\delta$, which is essentially in quantitative agreement with the prediction of Eq. 3a for independent block (Table 2). At monobody concentrations equal to 3× and 5× the single-side $K_d$, the block times increase along the predicted isotherm for an independent double-side blocked system. Thus, neutralization of a single negative charge on the monobody, E79, is sufficient to abolish both the voltage dependence and the negative cooperativity observed for double-sided L3 block.

The rapid kinetics of E79Q, coupled with the clear resolution of the fast and slow fractions when $[M] = K_d$, also permits a kinetic comparison of the first and second monobody-binding events. Although the previous experiments demonstrated that the equilibrium constants are identical for the first and second binding event ($\Phi = 1$), they do not exclude the possibility that the kinetics are substantially different for consecutive binding events, covarying according to kinetic offset $\delta$ such that the binding constant is unchanged:

$$K_d = \frac{\delta \beta}{\alpha \delta}. \quad (4a)$$

The double-sided blocking experiment would then be described by Scheme 3:

$$O \xrightleftharpoons{2K_d}{p} E_{79Q} \xrightleftharpoons{2K_d}{p} E_{79Q2} \xrightarrow{\delta} E_{79Q2}. \quad (\text{Scheme 3})$$

For experiments performed at low monobody concentration, with $[M] = K_d$, Eqs. 3b-d can be rearranged according to this scheme, so that

$$\tau_{sf} = \frac{1 + \frac{1 + 3\delta}{4\delta} \left(1 \pm \sqrt{1 - \frac{8\delta}{(3\delta + 1)^2}}\right)}{\beta} \quad (5a)$$

and

$$A_f = \left(1 + \frac{1 + \delta}{\tau_f}\right) \cdot \frac{\tau_f}{(2\beta\delta)(\tau_f - \tau_f)}. \quad (5b)$$

The amplitudes of the fast and slow fractions are especially sensitive to $\delta$ so that if the rate constants changed by as much as a factor of 2, the amplitude of the slow fraction $A_s$ would increase from 85.4% to 93.5 $\pm$ 2% (twofold faster kinetics) or decrease to 66.7 $\pm$ 7% (twofold slower kinetics; Fig. 6). For E79Q double-sided block with $[M] = K_d$ (Table 2 and Fig. 5), the experimental $A_s$ value of 85.4% corresponds to $\delta = 1 \pm 0.2$, indicating that the kinetics of the first and second monobody binding events are essentially identical and do not differ by >20%.

The electrophysiological experiments described so far imply that the negative cooperativity observed for double-sided L3 binding is electrostatic in origin, emanating from a single glutamate residue. In the absence of this glutamate, the second monobody binding event is identical to the first. These results predict that the blocking behavior of the crystallization monobody, L2, which lacks E79 but possesses all other negatively charged residues, should differ from that of L3: binding of L2 should not be voltage dependent and should not be negatively cooperative. L2 binding has unfavorable characteristics for evaluating single-channel block, including slow kinetics (Stockbridge et al., 2015). Therefore, we monitored macroscopic current recordings for L2, with hundreds or thousands of channels fused into the bilayer, which allows a more experimentally accessible test of voltage dependence and negative cooperativity, albeit without the kinetic detail of single-channel recordings.

To measure the voltage dependence of L2 block, the open probability ($P_o$) in the presence of 100 nM L2 was monitored as a function of the applied voltage from −200 to 200 mV. This was accomplished by determining the equilibrium current in the absence of L2 ($I_{\text{max}}$) at holding voltages between −200 and 200 mV followed by addition of L2 to the same bilayer and repetition of the current/voltage measurements. Sufficient time (>8 min) was allowed between voltage steps for the binding...
reaction to reach equilibrium. Because the individual Bpe channels are constitutively open in the absence of monobody \( P_o = 1 \),

\[
P_o(L2) = \frac{I_{L2}}{I_{max}}. \quad (6)
\]

As predicted, L2 block is voltage independent (Fig. 7 A). Next, we test whether L2 binding to the two sides of the channel occurs independently. For a single-sided monobody addition experiment, where blocking conforms with bimolecular behavior, \( P_o \) is expected to vary with monobody according to Eq. 7a:

\[
P_o(Mb) = \frac{1}{1 + |Mb/\kappa| + \Phi (|Mb/\kappa|)^2}. \quad (7a)
\]

When monobody is added to both sides symmetrically, the open probability is expected to vary with L2 concentration according to Eq. 7b:

\[
P_o(Mb) = \frac{1}{1 + |Mb/\kappa| + \Phi (|Mb/\kappa|)^2}. \quad (7b)
\]

where \( K = \beta/\alpha \) and \( \Phi \) is the cooperativity factor.

For these experiments, Bpe channels were fused to the bilayer to generate macroscopic currents. After current stabilization, unfused vesicles were perfused away, and L2 was added to either the cis side only or symmetrically to both sides of the chamber. The binding reaction was allowed to reach equilibrium, and \( P_o \) was determined by comparison to the original macroscopic current as before. For single-side block experiments performed at four different L2 concentrations, \( P_o \) agrees well with the predicted bimolecular curve (Fig. 7 B). Although the relatively low dynamic range of this experiment precludes a precise measurement of the cooperativity factor, for double-sided L2 addition, the experimentally observed \( P_o \) values closely match predicted values for independent block and deviate noticeably from the curve defined by negatively cooperative binding of a magnitude observed for L3, where \( \Phi = 0.1 \) (Fig. 7 B).

As one additional, independent test of the plausibility that negative cooperativity resides solely in the electrostatic interactions between the two E79 side chains, separated by 25 Å across the interior of the channel, we determined the static potential field of Bpe and the L3–Bpe complex by solving the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation and compared the energies (\( \Delta_{\text{ESF}} \)) of the E79 side chain carboxylate in those fields. We find that \( \Delta_{\text{ESF}} \) at E79 increases when a second, oppositely bound WT L3 is present (Fig. 8 A) and that this value increases as the computationally varied dielectric constant decreases. Destabilization by the second L3 molecule can be observed at dielectric values below ~10. When \( \Delta_{\text{ESF}} \) is equal to the experimentally determined negative cooperativity (1.4 kcal/mol), the protein dielectric value is 4.8 (Fig. 8 B). That this latter value is reasonable (Gilson and Honig, 1986; Li et al., 2013) reaffirms that electrostatic repulsion between the two vestibule glutamates could, by itself, account for the negative cooperativity. Consistent with electrophysiological data, \( \Delta_{\text{ESF}} \) of E29 is comparatively insensitive to the presence of a monobody bound in trans, and when the oppositely bound monobody bears an E79Q mutation, its presence is not destabilizing (Fig. 8, B and C).

Finally, we address a natural corollary to our investigation of the electrostatic relationships that influence monobody binding: whether F⁻ ions bound within the pores similarly exert an electrostatic influence on L3 monobody binding. To evaluate this experimentally, we monitored the blocking behavior of monobody L3 applied to the cis side of the bilayer as a function of increasing trans-F⁻ from 0 to 600 nM (Fig. 9). To maintain
ionic strength in the trans-chamber, $F^-$ was supplemented with inert counter ions, $Cl^-$ or isethionate. On a background of 600 mM $F^-$, neither influenced the kinetics of monobody binding in the cis-chamber at concentrations up to 600 mM.

With L3 WT and L3 E29Q, increasing trans-$F^-$ leads to reductions in block time intervals, whereas the open intervals remain the same (Fig. 9, A and B; and Table 3). WT L3 is approximately twofold more sensitive to the trans-$F^-$ effect than E29Q. L3 E79Q, in contrast, is insensitive to varied trans-$F^-$ (Fig. 9 C). Thus, the trans enhanced dissociation effect is limited to monobodies (L3 and L3 E29Q) that bind with a glutamate residue (E79) extending into the vestibule, suggesting that as $F^-$ ion is increased in the trans-chamber and ion-binding sites are populated within the pores, the ions electrostatically destabilize the bound monobody. The absence of an effect on the monobody association rate indicates that the destabilization is not competitive. The effect is modest, with a maximum destabilization of about fivefold, or 1 kcal/mol. Although the overall destabilization is somewhat less than observed for, for example, charybdotoxin and $K^+$ channels (MacKinnon and Miller, 1988; Park and Miller, 1992), the knockoff effect saturates at a similar ion concentration of $\sim$600 mM (Fig. 9, A and B).

**DISCUSSION**

The results described here provide a comprehensive picture of electrostatic relationships between the binding of monobody inhibitors and transient ions to Fluc family $F^-$ channels. We show that rationalizing the negative cooperativity between distal monobody-binding events need not invoke a conformational change in the channel but can be readily explained by cross-channel electrostatic destabilization alone. The more surprising result is that the negative cooperativity is not a function of the monobody’s net $\sim$4 charge but instead resides solely in a single glutamate side chain that extends into the channel’s aqueous vestibule, functionally reminiscent of other peptide toxins such as the pore-binding lysine of charybdotoxin (Park and Miller, 1992; Goldstein and Miller, 1993; Banerjee et al., 2013). Neutralization of this single glutamate by mutation to glutamine abolishes negative cooperativity, whereas neutralizing mutation of another charged residue near the channel interface, E29, does not have this effect. It is notable that the monobodies that were useful as crystallization chaperones lack an analogous carboxylate side chain along with the associated functional signatures like negative cooperativity and voltage dependence of block. Because all three Fluc–monobody complexes reported to date (Stockbridge et al., 2015) are in a doubly bound conformation, it seems likely that having monobodies bound at both epitopes increases the likelihood of constructive crystal packing and that for monobody variants with a vestibule carboxylate, the energetic penalty incurred for binding both simultaneously precludes crystallization.

These results also serve to further characterize the mechanism of channel block by monobody L3. L3 binding shows a pronounced voltage dependence at positive voltage but flattens at negative voltages, inconsistent
with the Woodhull model of voltage-dependent binding (Woodhull, 1973). Considered alongside the enhanced rate of dissociation as the trans-F$^-$ concentration increases, it is evident that populating F$^-$-binding sites within the channel, either by increasing concentration or by driving channel occupancy with increasing voltage, destabilizes bound L3. Mutagenic evidence supports the idea that the four F$^-$ ions observed in the crystal structure demarcate the conducting pores (Stockbridge et al., 2015; Last et al., 2016), but, because of the unusually complicated double-barreled architecture and uncertainty about the route by which ions reach these binding sites, it is not clear which, if any, of these crystallographic ions is responsible for the electrostatic effects observed here.

Although these classical indicators strongly imply a physical mechanism of pore block by L3 (MacKinnon and Miller, 1988), they still do not rule out a monobody-induced allosteric channel closing to explain the inhibition of current. A third observation from our experiments with E79Q, however, would appear to dispel any remaining possibility of an allosteric mechanism for this monobody. These experiments not only showed

![Figure 9](image-url)
that negative cooperativity is abolished in this mutant—that is, that the equilibrium constants for the first and second monobody binding event are identical—but also that the kinetics are identical within the error of the measurement. This provides a persuasive argument that the conformation of the channel is unchanged upon the first monobody binding event, an observation that is incompatible with allosteric inhibition.
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